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Abstract — The industry standard advanced SPICE model
(ASM)-GaN compact model has been enhanced to model
the GaN high electron mobility transistors (HEMTs) at
extreme temperature conditions. In particular, the temperature dependence of the trapping behavior has been considered and a simplifying approximation in the temperature
modeling of the saturation voltage in the ASM-GaN model
has been relaxed. The enhanced model has been validated
by comparing the simulation results of the model with the
dc I –V measurement results of a GaN HEMT measured with
chuck temperatures ranging from 22 ◦ C to 500 ◦ C. A detailed
description of the modeling approach is presented. The new
formulation of the ASM-GaN compact model can be used
to simulate the circuits designed for extreme temperature
environments.
Index Terms — Compact models, gallium nitride, high
electron mobility transistors (HEMTs), high-temperature
modeling, physics-based models, semiconductor device
measurement, semiconductor device modeling.

I. I NTRODUCTION

G

aN-BASED HEMT devices have demonstrated outstanding performance across a wide range of RF
and power applications during recent times. The literature [1]–[3] shows increasingly aggressive scaling of GaN
devices, which has resulted in very promising high-speed
devices with gate lengths as small as 20 nm and f T / f max
exceeding 400 GHz [4]. Furthermore, the GaN power devices
that can reliably operate with the drain–source voltage (VDS )
values of 600–650 V are widely available where they set
the current benchmark for commercial GaN power devices.
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Current research [5]–[7] indicates that the focus for GaN
power devices is aimed toward increasing device reliability,
while achieving VDS values in the kilovolt (kV) range.
While these technology trends bode well for the future
of the GaN-based technology, there are certain device modeling challenges that arise with such advancements. One
such challenge relates to the extreme-temperature modeling of
these devices. Such extreme temperatures exceeding a value
of 500 ◦ C can be easily reached in certain niche applications
such as automotives, turbine engines, and Venus and Mercury
interplanetary missions [8]–[10].
High-temperature operation of the GaN high electron mobility transistors (HEMTs) up to 500 ◦ C has been attempted in
[11]–[16] using both Si and Sapphire as the substrates. At the
same time, there have been reports of analytical modeling
of the high-temperature operation of these HEMTs using
hydrodynamic equations [17], Monte Carlo simulations of
electron transport in GaN [18], and charge control analysis
[19].
However, to maximize the utility of GaN transistors in the
RF and power circuits, their accurate and speedy simulation
is needed. Both these metrics of circuit simulation, i.e., the
accuracy and the speed, are determined by the compact model
describing the device. Many empirical models have been
proposed for the GaN HEMTs, but they are not physics-based
in nature [20], [21]. Physics-based models [22]–[24] have
the intrinsic advantage of having few parameters. These
parameters are directly or indirectly linked to the physical
effects governing the device dynamics. Hence, their extraction
in a physics-based model is relatively easier than that in
the other models. The advanced SPICE model (ASM)-GaN
physics-based compact model [22], [23] has recently been
selected by the compact-model-coalition standardization
process as an industry standard model for the GaN devices.
The model showcases as a promising tool for improving the
accuracy and versatility of today’s power GaN-based circuit
simulations. In addition to the core modeling of the dc-I V
and intrinsic capacitances, in the ASM-GaN compact model,
flicker noise, thermal noise, gate current in AlGaN/GaN
HEMTs [25]–[27], trapping [23], and a capacitance model
in the presence of different combinations of gate and source
field plates [28], [29] are also modeled.
Measurement results of the characteristics of a GaN HEMT
device fabricated at Stanford’s XLab across a wide temperature range from 22 ◦ C to 500 ◦ C [16] show the need for
modifying the temperature-scaling equations of the parameters
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of the ASM-GaN compact model to model the GaN HEMTs
operating at extreme temperatures. In this work, we enhance
the ASM-GaN compact model to capture the observed variations in the characteristics of the device with temperature.
This article is organized as follows. Section II describes the
structure of the device under test and presents the measurement results of the transfer characteristics of this device at
various temperatures. Section III describes the modeling of the
temperature dependences of the parameters of the ASM-GaN
model and presents the excellent fit of the enhanced model to
the measurement results. Section IV presents the simulation
results of the enhanced ASM-GaN model and discusses several
aspects of the modeling approach presented in this work.
Finally, Section V draws the conclusions.
II. HEMT S TRUCTURE AND M EASUREMENT R ESULTS
The various geometries associated with the normally ON
(i.e., depletion type) AlGaN-GaN HEMT device fabricated at
the Stanford’s XLab on Si substrate, used in this study, are as
follows.
1) AlGaN-barrier thickness, TBAR = 30 nm.
2) Gate length, L = 3 μm.
3) Gate width, W = 20 μm.
4) Length of the gate–source access region, L SG = 7 μm.
5) Length of the gate–source access region, L DG = 7 μm.
6) Number of gate fingers, NF = 1.
We measured the dc drain-to-source current (IDS )–gate-tosource voltage (VGS ; transfer) characteristics of the above
device at a wide range of ambient temperatures (T ), ranging
from T = 22 ◦ C to 500 ◦ C. The results are shown in Figs. 1–5.
Figs. 1–3 show the measured transfer transconductanceVGS characteristics of three different drain-to-source voltages
(VGS ). Each figure shows the measured characteristics at
various temperatures. Fig. 4 shows the transfer characteristics
at ambient temperatures T = 22 ◦ C, 300 ◦ C, and 500 ◦ C,
for drain-to-source voltages ranging from VDS = 0.5 to 5 V.
In addition, Fig. 5 shows the IDS –VDS (output) characteristics
at ambient temperatures T = 22 ◦ C, 300 ◦ C, and 500 ◦ C, for
the gate-to-source voltages ranging from VGS = −4 to 0 V, and
the drain-to-source voltages ranging from VDS = 0 to 10 V
III. H IGH -T EMPERATURE D EVICE M ODELING U SING
THE ASM-G A N C OMPACT M ODEL
The ASM-GaN compact model in its current version
incorporates temperature-scaling equations for several model
parameters, namely, the channel’s threshold voltage (VOFF),
the carriers mobility (U0), and saturation velocity (VSAT) in
the intrinsic and the drain and source access regions of the
HEMT, the drain and source access regions’ carrier densities
(NS0ACSS), and the drain–source contact resistances (RC).
The temperature-scaling equations for these model parameters
are as follows:
VOFFt = VOFF (1 − KT1 T )
U0t = U0 T

UTE

VSATt = VSAT T

AT

NS0ACCt = NS0ACC(1 + KNS0 T )

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Fig. 1. Measured (symbol) and simulated (line) (a) IDS –VGS characteristics in linear scale, (b) IDS –VGS characteristics in semilogarithmic scale,
and (c) gm –VGS characteristics, for temperatures ranging from 22 ◦ C to
500 ◦ C, with VGS varying from −4.4 to 0 V and VDS = 0.5 V.

RCt = RC(1 + KRC T )

(5)

where
T = Tdev /Tnom
T = Tdev /Tnom − 1

(6)
(7)

where Tdev [K] is the device temperature, which is the ambient temperature T plus the temperature due to self-heating,
Tnom [K] is the nominal temperature, VOFF, U0, VSAT,
NS0ACC, and RC are the model parameters at T = Tnom , and
KT1 , UTE, AT, KNS0 , and KRC are the temperature parameters.
A schematic of the model used to describe the device under
test, showing the temperature-dependent parameters associated
with the different regions of the device, is shown in Fig. 6.
As can be noted, the source and drain access regions are
modeled in an identical manner, setting the 2-DEG density
in both regions, denoted as NS0ACCS and NS0ACCD, equal
to NS0ACC. Moreover, the electron mobility and saturation
velocity of the source and drain access regions are set equal
to those of the intrinsic region: U0ACCS = U0ACCD =
U0 and VSATACCS = VSATACCD = VSAT. Furthermore,
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Fig. 2. Measured (symbol) and simulated (line) (a) IDS –VGS characteristics in linear scale, (b) IDS –VGS characteristics in semilogarithmic scale,
and (c) gm –VGS characteristics, for temperatures ranging from 22 ◦ C to
500 ◦ C, with VGS varying from −4.4 to 0 V and VDS = 1 V.

Fig. 3. Measured (symbol) and simulated (line) (a) IDS –VGS characteristics in linear scale, (b) IDS –VGS characteristics in semilogarithmic scale,
and (c) gm –VGS characteristics, for temperatures ranging from 22 ◦ C to
500 ◦ C, with VGS varying from −4.4 to 0 V and VDS = 3 V.

the temperature parameters associated with NS0ACCS and
NS0ACCD, denoted as KNS0S and KNS0D , are set equal to
KNS0 , and the temperature parameters associated with the
electron mobility and saturation velocity of the source and
drain access regions are set equal to those of the intrinsic
region: UTES = UTED = UTE and ATS = ATD = AT.
Similarly, the source and drain access resistances are set equal
to each other: RSC = RDC = RC, and the temperature
parameters associated with these two parameters are also set
equal to each other: KRSC = KRDC = KRC . All these different
parameters have been introduced in the ASM-GaN model to
capture the possible nonidealities within the device.
Another aspect of temperature modeling in the current
version of the ASM-GaN model is as follows. High lateral
electric field in the channel results in the saturation of the
velocity of the electrons in the channel. Velocity saturation is
modeled by modifying the expression for mobility as [30]

coefficient due to the vertical electric field in the channel,
neglecting the lateral electric field in the channel, and β is
the mobility-degradation coefficient due to the lateral electric
field in the channel and is given by

μeff = β (β⊥ U0t )

(8)

where μeff is an effective mobility, U0t is the low-field
mobility and is given by (2), β⊥ is the mobility-degradation

β = 


1+

1
β⊥ U0t
E
VSATt

2

(9)

where VSATt , given by (3), is the saturation velocity and E 
is the lateral electric field, which can be taken as
E  = (ψd − ψs )/L

(10)

where ψd and ψd are the surface potentials at the drain end
and source end of the channel, respectively, and L is the gate
length. Using (8), (10) can be written as
β⊥ U0t
μeff = 
1 + [(ψd − ψs )/V Dsat ]2

(11)

where
V Dsat =

VSATt L
.
β⊥ U0t

(12)
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Fig. 4. Measured (symbol) and simulated (line) IDS –VGS characteristics
in linear scale, at ambient temperature (a) T = 22 ◦ C, (b) T = 300 ◦ C,
and (c) T = 500 ◦ C, at drain-to-source voltages VDS varying from 0.5 to
5 V.
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Fig. 5. Measured (symbol) and simulated (line) IDS –VDS characteristics
in linear scale, at ambient temperature (a) T = 22 ◦ C, (b) T = 300 ◦ C,
and (c) T = 500 ◦ C, at gate-to-source voltages VGS varying from −4 to
0 V.

The term V Dsat , which clearly is temperature-dependent,
is also used in the ASM-GaN model to calculate an effective
drain–source potential
V Deff = 

VDS
1 + (VDS /V Dsat )2

(13)

which is used in the place of the drain–source potential VDS
in the calculation of ψd . The above expression for μeff has
been approximated in the ASM-GaN model as
(14)

Fig. 6. Schematic of the model used to describe the device under
test, showing the temperature-dependent parameters associated with
the different regions of the device.

where THESAT, which is equal to β⊥ U0t /(VSATt L), has
been set as a model parameter. As can be noted, this approximation amounts to neglecting the temperature dependence
of THESAT. To accurately model the extreme-temperature
conditions, we implemented (11) in the enhanced version of
the ASM-GaN model, which we are presenting in this work.
In order to investigate the behavior of the device under
test with temperature, we set the temperature parameters KT1 ,
UTE, AT, and KNS0 to zero and the parameters RC and
KRC to their measured values of 0.68  · mm and 0.45,

and extracted the parameters of the model at each temperature,
using the same values for all the model parameters, except
for the four parameters: VOFF, U0, VSAT, and NS0ACC.
To avoid the influence of self-heating, we extracted these
parameters at relatively low values of VDS , in particular,
at VDS = 0.5–5 V. The variations of these parameters are
shown in Fig. 7. Equations (2) and (3) fit well to the variations
of the extracted values of U0 and VSAT, respectively, with
UTE= −1.975 and AT= 0. It remains, therefore, to modify
the temperature-scaling equations of VOFF and NS0ACC.

β⊥ U0t

μeff = 
1 + [THESAT(ψd − ψs )]2
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TABLE I
E XTRACTED PARAMETERS OF THE ASM-GaN M ODEL

TABLE II
T EMPERATURE PARAMETERS

TABLE III
T RAPPING -R ELATED PARAMETERS

introduced by traps acting as an electron-trapping center is
given by [23]
v X = VX /[1 + exp(−φn )]

(15)

where Vx is the trap potential when the traps are fully ionized
and
φn = ln(α | IInj |)

Fig. 7. Extracted values of (a) VOFF, (b) U0, (c) VSAT, (d) NS0ACC, and
(e) RC for the device under test at T = 22 ◦ C, 100 ◦ C, 200 ◦ C, 300 ◦ C,
400 ◦ C, and 500 ◦ C.

where α is a constant and IInj is the electron current injected
toward the trap center. We have found that an excellent fit
to the measurement results can be obtained with an injection
current of the following form:
2
exp(−qφ/Vth )
IInj = αTdev

The nonlinear variations of VOFF and NS0ACC with
temperature, which for NS0ACC is nonmonotonic, can be
modeled considering the presence of a trap center in the device
under test, which is subject to injection of electrons, resulting
in the ionization of this trap center and, hence, variation in
the 2-DEG density in the channels of the intrinsic and access
regions of the device under test.
Following the approach, we presented in [23] for the
modeling of the trapping effect, the steady-state potential v x

(16)

(17)

where Vth = K B Tdev is the thermal voltage, where K B is
Boltzmann’s constant and Tdev is the device temperature, and
α and the potential barrier φ are the model parameters. It is
worth noting that thermionic-emission current, which is given
by the equation below [31], reduces to the above equation
under the bias conditions at which the device under test was
measured
ITE = NFW L JTE0 [exp(V /(ηVth )) − 1]

(18)
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Fig. 8. Measured (symbol) and simulated (line) IDS –VGS characteristics
in (a) linear scale and (b) semilogarithmic scale, at ambient temperature
T = 22 ◦ C and at VDS varying from 0.5 to 5 V, where the model is for
when KT1X = KNS0X = 0.

Fig. 10. Measured (symbol) and simulated (line) (a) IDS –VGS characteristics in linear scale, (b) IDS –VGS characteristics in semilogarithmic
scale, (c) gm –VGS characteristics at VDS = 3 V, for temperatures ranging
from 22 ◦ C to 500 ◦ C, where the model is for when KT1X = KNS0X = 0.

where A∗ is the effective Richardson’s constant and φTE is the
Schottky barrier height. In particular, for VG i Si , VG i Di < 0
| ITE |≈ NFW L JTE0 .

(20)

We then let the trap potential modify the parameters VOFF
and NS0ACC of the ASM-GaN model in a linear manner
as
Fig. 9. Measured (symbol) and simulated (line) IDS –VGS characteristics
in (a) linear scale and (b) semilogarithmic scale, at ambient temperature
T = 300 ◦ C, at VDS varying from 0.5 to 5 V, where the model is for when
KT1X = KNS0X = 0.

where NF is the number of fingers, η is the ideality factor,
V is the applied voltage across the Schottky barrier, which
can be set equal to the average of the intrinsic gate-to-source
voltage (VG i Si ) and gate-to-drain voltage (VG i Di ), and JTE0 is
the reverse saturation current density and is given by
2
exp(−qφTE /Vth )
JTE0 = A∗ Tdev

(19)

VOFFx = VOFF(1 + KT1X v X )
NS0ACCx = NS0ACC(1 + KNS0X v X )

(21)
(22)

where v = v/Vx is the normalized steady-state trap potential
to the potential Vx , and KT1X and KNS0X are the model parameters, implying that the first-order corrections to VOFF and
NS0ACC are sufficient to capture the effect of trapping. The
nonlinear variations of VOFF and NS0ACC with temperature,
which for NS0ACC is nonmonotonic, are then modeled by
modifying (1) and (4) as
VOFFt = VOFFx (1 − KT1 T )

(23)
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constant, which requires performing measurements such as
pulsed measurements, nor it accounts for multiple traps and
their time constants. Nevertheless, we were able to model
the dc behavior of the device under test over a wide range
of temperatures with this simple trapping model. For the
purposes of the studies performed for the device under test,
(23) and (24) may also be viewed as the empirical extensions
of the temperature equations used in the current version of the
ASM-GaN model for the two parameters VOFF and NS0ACC.
V. C ONCLUSION

Fig. 11. Variations of the parameter (a) VOFF and (b) NS0ACC of the
model with temperature, setting the temperature parameter (a) K1 and
(b) KNS0 to zero. The actual extracted variations of VOFF and NS0ACC
are shown in blue.

NS0ACCt = NS0ACCx (1 + KNS0 T ).

Extreme temperature modeling of the measured dc transfer
characteristics of a GaN HEMT was performed by enhancing the temperature-modeling aspect of the industry-standard
ASM-GaN compact model. This was achieved by considering
the temperature dependence of the trapping behavior of the
device under test as well as relaxing an approximation invoked
in the current version of the ASM-GaN model. A detailed
description of the modeling approach and the excellent fit of
the simulation results of the enhanced ASM-GaN model to
the measurement results were presented. This model, which
is capable of modeling devices for a wide temperature range,
from 22 ◦ C to 500 ◦ C, can be effectively used in designing
circuits and systems targeted at applications ranging from
space to automobiles.

(24)

IV. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
The results of the fit of the ASM-GaN compact model with
the modified temperature-scaling equations to the measurement results are shown in Figs. 1–5. The different model parameters associated with this model are tabulated in Tables I–III.
In order to show the effect of temperature dependence of
trapping, we simulated the model at VDS = 0 V and at
T = 22 ◦ C and 300 ◦ C, at the drain-to-source voltages ranging
from VDS = 0.5 to 5 V, with the trapping parameters KT1X and
KNS0X set to zero. The results are shown in Figs. 8 and 9. Note
from Fig. 8 that, at T = 22 ◦ C, at which thermionic-emission
current, which possibly is the injection current leading to
charge trapping in the device under test, is very low, a good fit
of the model to the measurement results is still obtained after
setting KT1X and KNS0X to zero. Furthermore, we simulated
the model at VDS = 3 V, at ambient temperatures ranging from
T = 22 ◦ C to 500 ◦ C, with the trapping parameters KT1X and
KNS0X set to zero. The results are shown in Fig. 10.
In order to show the variations of VOFFx and NS0ACCx ,
given by (21) and (22), with temperature, we simulated the
model with the temperature parameters KT1 and KNS0 set to
zero. The results are shown in Fig. 11.
The nonlinear behavior depicted in Fig. 7(a) and (d) (and
also in Fig. 11), which in Fig. 7(d) is nonmonotonic, is modeled with the application of the trapping model presented in
[23], assuming the presence of a trap center with a given
energy level. While we can model the data quite well with
the model shown in [23], it is to be noted that the trapping
model used here does not account for the trapping time
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